
What is‘Advocacy’? 

– The art of making people do things they don’t like,  

making them like it, believing it is in their best interest,  

in a win-win with no immediately obvious rewards. 

– Translating the voice of the people into the language of  

the authorities. 

– The art of winning friends and influencing people. 

– Power communication: Talking softly, while carrying a  

big stick. 
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Why advocate? 

‘The squeaky wheel gets the grease’ 

 
• Do not know, and will act if they know. 

• Know, but will only act when we tell them. 

• Don’t know and won’t act even if we tell  

them. 

• When they know and don’t want to act. 

 
(active and passive discrimination) 
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Whocan advocate? 

Social strata Change mode Change process 

Absolute poor Mass struggle Relief 

Lower class Campaigns Resistance 

Middle class Advocacy Reconstruction 

Upper class Lobbying Rectification 
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Whocan advocate? 

• The oppressed themselves. 

• Those elected to do so. 

• Those with scientific knowledge. 

• People who are concerned.  

(disinterested ‘Active citizens’ and ‘Civil  

Society’) 
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Who are we advocating for? 

• The Economically poor. 

• Dalits and Adivasis. 

• Women, homosexuals (gays, lesbians),  
and other sexual minorities (kothis,  
hijras, transsexuals, bisexuals). 

• Children. 

poor Dalit/Adivasi (single) women and(girl)  
children(with special needs) 
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Who do we advocate to? 

• Centres of power. 

• Instruments of state. 

• General public. 

• The excluded themselves. (even here  

peer advocacy works best!) 
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When  and where can advocacy 

be  effective 
• From a position of strength. 

• In our legitimate sphere of influence. 

• Where we have permanent presence. 

• Only where the affected themselves cannot. 

• At a pace determined by the affected (so  

that they can be the best determinants of  

the risk, and decide on their capacity to  

risk). 

• Plan for success. 
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ABCDs of Advocacy: 

A: Adults only. Advocacy is a long distance race. Those  without 
stamina should not get in. 

B: Benefits. Be clear what benefits you are  advocating for. 
What are the desirables, and what are  non-negotiable. 

C: Consolidate. Transform gains into the normative  
standards of society. Convince people to adopt our  
perspective, so that ‘the norm’ is broad-based. 

D: Diplomatic. Use the light touch. Use a feather  
whenever possible. Use satire if necessary. 

S: ‘Spectator sport’. Advocacy is not a spectator  
sport. 
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Maximising impact 

• Focused Action. 

• Target key persons or key players. 

• Use the mass media as a force multiplier. 

• Research from the people’s perspective. 

• Be proactive, else react quickly. 

• Be people centric. 

• Have a macro perspective. 

• Develop a positive, alternate vision. 
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Communication 

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Think it through first. 

See it from the other side.   

How should you word it. 
Look for the common ground and build on it. 

Tell people what do you want [not what you don’t want].   

Get more of what you want through praise. 
Whether speaking or listening, distinguish facts from opinions.   
Ask, don’t tell. 
Build the self esteem of everyone around you. 
Share your vision and help others achieve their goals. 
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Optimising advocacy: Communication 

A B C D 

 
Basic 

 
Accurate 

 
Brief 

 
Clear 

 
Deadline 

 
Better 

 
Appropriate 

 
Basic 

 
Charming 

 
Desired Behaviour 

 
Best 

 
Authority 

 
Benefit 

 
Chosen 

 
Dignity 
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Optimisingadvocacy: Demonstrating  power 

– If your fists are weak, you can use them only to wipe  

your tears (Korean proverb). 

– Gran neg fe sa li vle; ti neg fe sa-l kapab. [The big guy  

does what he wants; the little guy does what he can]  

(Haitian proverb). 

– Democracy must be something more than two wolves  

and a sheep voting on what to have for dinner (James  

Bovard). 
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Optimising advocacy: Demonstrating  

power` 

• Mobilising and empowering the affected people  

themselves. There is no better route to ensuring  

pro-poor change. 

• Networking, so that we demonstrate power as a  

collective. This is especially needed in a world  

where we have to ‘be everywhere, do  

everything’. 

• Campaigning  
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What is Campaign?  

• A campaign can be defined as a uni-focus, short term 
communication program, making use of various mass media, 
aimed at a defined target audience.  

• In a campaign, strategy is considered the most important part 
of the campaign. The pre campaign decisions were taken and 
included in the strategy.  

• Since the campaign are cost intensive, it is important to plan to 
precision to achieve the desired response.  



Effective campaign must answer 5W’s and 1H:  

 
Who: The target audience/segment or target market. 
What: What is to be said to elicit the desired response. What to 
say? It includes the key communication proposition.  
Where: Where our target audience located, what media do they 
attend to.   
Why: The objectives of the campaign. 
When: It decides the timetable. It includes the scheduling of the 
campaign.  
How: The crucial strategy. It is the art and science of deploying 
available resources to attain objectives in the face of active 
competition.  



Planning Campaign 

Planning Campaign : The creation and execution of series of activities to communicate 
with the particular target group.  
 

• Identifying and analyzing the Target group  
• Location  
• Attitude.  
• Defining the Objectives, Objectives should be clear, precise and 

measurable,  
• Budget Approach 
• Developing the Media Plan 
• Creating the campaign message 
• Campaigning illustrations and layout: llustrations, Photo, drawings, 

graph, charts and tables used to spark audience int. and for better 
understanding.   

• The physical arrangement  
• Planning and coordination: Implementation , Detailed schedule of 

campaign phases. Evaluation and corrective actions as necessary to 
make the campaign more effective.  
 



The ten commandments of networking 

•  

•  

Common values. 

Core competence (working together based on each  
other’s strengths). 

Creating a critical mass. 

Complementary skills (and critical collaboration,  
strategic links). 

Coordinated action.  

Costs. 

Control. 

Credit. (no one is an extra).  

Creativity in change. 

Complexities. (Networks are complex systems!) 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  
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Legitimacy (legal andmoral) 

• We must practice what we preach. 
– Inclusion. 

– Accountability, transparency… 

• Act within the law (and morality). 

• Be non-violent. 

• Research. 

Moral high ground 
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Legal protection 

• The Indian constitution (particularly the fundamental rights). 

• International human rights standards and the general  

comments (at least: UDHR, ICCPR, ICESCR, CAT, CERD, CEDAW,  

CRC). 

• RTIA 2005 (Right to Information, particularly for enforcement). 

• ILO (Labour) WHO (Health) etc… 

• SC/ST(POA) Act, PESA and Forest Rights Act (Adivasi). 

• SC/ST(POA) Act, PCRA (Dalits). 

• Domestic Violence Act, Property rights, Anti-dowry,  

Visaka/CASH (Women). 
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Instrumentsof state 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Judiciary (regular filing of cases and PILs).  

National or state human rights commissions.  

Commissions for ST, SC, Women, Children…  

UN Bodies (Shadow reports, alternate reports).  

Bureaucrats. 

Parliamentary committees and planning commission.  

MPs/MLAs, political parties. 

Elections! 
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Public opinion and mass media 

• FM radio (which the new law on community  
radio brings to the reach of ‘reputed’ NGOs at  
less than Rs 50!). 

• TV and ‘citizen journalists’. 

• SMS and MMS. 

• Internet (from plain text to high speed  
broadband). 

• Narrow casting and community newspapers. 
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In conclusion: theWXYZs 

• Win-win: Emphasise how everybody wins. 

• X-factor: the mystique remains. 

• Yearn for the required change from your soul,  
not just ‘want’. 

• Zeal: More than passion and conviction, you  

must have the zeal to actually do something 

about it. 

• Success: Plan for success. 
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Most important is commitment and values. 

With the 

courage of our convictions and persistence, 
we can go ahead to 

 
‘another world that is possible,  

whose steps we can hear on a calm day’. 
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